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Introduction

The intended learning outcomes for this piece of work would be that the children should be able:

to recognise that the symbol of the cross has a variety of meanings
to discuss the symbol of the cross for Christians
to know that for Christians the empty cross is the sign that the crucifixion of Christ was not an
end but a beginning
to explore how different Christian groups around the world use the symbol of the cross to
express faith within their culture

The focus for assessment should be:

to discuss the symbol of a cross
to discuss its meanings for Christians
to produce their own response to crosses from different cultures
to make their own personal cross

Preparation

You will find the following books useful, in particular the first on the list:

A-cross the World
The Gospels Unplugged

Development

Here is a possible sequence of activities:

Step 1: What does a cross symbol mean?

Draw a cross on the board. What does it mean? Explore the use of a cross to mean a variety of
things. e.g.:

a simple maths sum that someone has got wrong
a birthday card from Granny with love
an advert for an event that has been cancelled
a signpost with a crossroads on it
a voting form with a candidate chosen
a island with the treasure marked

Children could draw and explain the use of a cross in these or other ways that they come up with.

Step 2: What does a cross symbol mean for Christians?

https://www.brfonline.org.uk/products/a-cross-the-world-an-exploration-of-forty-representations-of-the-cross-from-the-worldwide-christian-church?_pos=1&_sid=b2452808b&_ss=r
https://www.brfonline.org.uk/products/the-gospels-unplugged-52-poems-and-stories-for-creative-writing-re-drama-and-collective-worship?_pos=1&_sid=f1f6cb1e7&_ss=r
https://brf.org.uk/resources
https://brf.org.uk/resources
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Show artefacts of crosses and pictures of crosses from the book A-cross the World
Discuss: how each is made and of what material? Where would you find it? Who uses it? In what
rituals is it used? What do they think is its significance to those who use it?
Discuss the pictures. Read the story of the events of Good Friday through to Easter Sunday Morning,
using the Bible or ideas from the books in the list above.

Step 3: How do different Christian groups around the world use the symbol of the cross to
express their faith within their culture?

Choose four different crosses from A-cross the World. Read the story, show the picture and work on
the activities in groups.

Suggested crosses:

Central American Cross
French (Taize) Cross
South Indian Cross
Celtic Cross

Step 4: Application

Talk through with the children what sort of contemporary cross they would like to make that uses
elements from their own culture and which can connect the story of Easter to their own lives.

https://www.brfonline.org.uk/products/a-cross-the-world-an-exploration-of-forty-representations-of-the-cross-from-the-worldwide-christian-church?_pos=1&_sid=b2452808b&_ss=r
https://www.brfonline.org.uk/products/a-cross-the-world-an-exploration-of-forty-representations-of-the-cross-from-the-worldwide-christian-church?_pos=1&_sid=b2452808b&_ss=r
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